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In gravitational wave interferometers, the input laser beam is phase modulated to generate radio-
frequency side bands that are used to lock the cavities. The mechanism is the following: the frequency of
the side bands and the carrier is chosen in such a way that their response to small changes of the
longitudinal degrees of freedom is different. This difference is therefore monitored and it serves as an
error signal for controlling the optical cavity lengths, as they are linearly related to the set of observed
phases between carrier and side bands. Among the others, one longitudinal degree of freedom is optimally
sensitive to the space-time distortions propagating through the cosmos, as predicted by the general theory
of relativity. The observation of the astrophysical signal relies on the measurement of that specific degree
of freedom. The entire problem is more complex when the transverse degrees of freedom are taken into
account, because the relative phase between the fields also depends on their overlap. In order to establish
an unambiguous relation between length changes and phase measurements, there must be one circulating
optical mode and the only difference between carrier and side bands must be their amplitude. We will
show that the variability of the transverse degrees of freedom and their different actions on carrier and side
band fields puts a severe limit on this assumption. Unless the system is made of perfect and perfectly
matched optical cavities, it is never governed by one unique coherent state and any adjustment of the
optical lengths results from a compromise between the lengths that are optimal for the carrier field and the
side band ones. Such a compromise alters the correspondence between error signals and cavity lengths,
calculated in the one-dimensional treatment. We assess the strength of this effect and relate it to the
sensitivity of the instrument (which relies on the reconstruction of that correspondence) in realistic
circumstances.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phase modulation of a single mode laser source was
introduced as a convenient method of null servo locking
optical cavities to a source. High sensitivity to the cavity
carrier resonance is achieved by optical heterodyne detec-
tion with side bands generated by phase modulation: the
radio-frequency current measured by a photodiode in cav-
ity reflection is null exactly at the carrier resonance.

Modulation phase and amplitude fluctuations do not
affect this null point, but any imbalance between the two
side bands detected by the photodiode adds some new term
to the radio-frequency current, that is additional noise
in the servo signal. The effect is proportional to the im-
balance and also causes a shift of the carrier resonance null
[1].

In this paper, we identify and study a variety of physical
causes of side band imbalance. We clarify first the tradi-
tional notion that a sufficiently perfect optical configura-
tion is intrinsically balanced for enough low frequency.
With such an ideal configuration as the unperturbed start-
ing point of our analysis, we introduce a variety of typical
imperfections, examining their impact on the side band
balance. We find that the balance is maintained in several
realistic configurations and therefore the operating point is
robust, against very small residual optical alignment and
aberration imperfections. Since our focus is on gravita-
tional wave interferometers, we assume some strong con-
straints that are typical of the regime currently encountered
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in LIGO and similar detectors. One of these is that only the
first modulation side bands are relevant; that means the
ones at frequency �� � �0 � �mod. The frequency �mod is
assumed to be small enough, that the optical properties of
all elements are identical over the frequency range ��0 �
�mod; �0 � �mod�. In our treatment we consider diffraction
losses to be negligible. This also implies that we can
assume all beams and cavity modes strictly Gaussian, their
transverse edge not being determined by finite aperture
effects. We engage optical elements of highest quality
and precision [2].

One related and crucial assumption is that the phase
modulation of the source laser beam generates side band
fields that are identical to the carrier field.

This geometrical feature is quite essential since, while
the actual modulation frequency is a free parameter and
can be changed to adjust the relative phase between the
side bands and the carrier, there is no spatial adjustment
that we can tune to compensate for the difference in the
transverse intensity profile. This is determined by the
interferometer configuration itself. We will examine the
relation between the geometry of a complex resonator and
its normal modes, establish a rigorous correspondence
between optimal working point and minimum spurious
contributions to the radio-frequency photodetector current
we use as physical observable quantity, and analyze the
typical circumstances underneath recoverable and unre-
coverable contaminations of the gravitational wave signal.
-1 © 2006 The American Physical Society
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II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL CONFIGURATION

The familiar two spherical mirror cavity will serve to
introduce our approach and interpretation of side band
balance. We choose for illustrative purposes an optical
resonator with a flat input mirror as in Fig. 1. We assume
a family of Laguerre-Gaussian or Hermite-Gaussian func-
tions, that we identify by the beam waist and location [3].

The light frequency is also a relevant parameter, because
the side bands would correspond to different eigenmode
families, the waist size being a function of the frequency of
interest

w0��� / ��1=2:

We will ignore such a difference and the imbalance it
implies, as the range we are interested in is typically
�mod=�0 	 10�7. This condition on the two sets of modes
��i is not sufficient to guarantee balance.

The side band normal modes are excited by the input
beam, as it is illustrated in Fig. 1. We will assume that the
input beam itself is balanced and the first harmonic com-
ponents are equal. In this case the coupling between the
eigenmodes ��i and the input field  �IN is the same.

Given the above constraint on the driving beam, the
response of the side bands is now entirely governed by
the eigenvalues ��i . Since we have assumed all the optical
elements are frequency independent, the absolute value of
the eigenvalues is the same j��i j � j�

�
i j. When the cavity

is lossless j��i j � 1. More generally when the losses are
scalar quantities, such as in the case of uniform trans-
mittance of the optics

j��i j � 1�L 8 i

with L the total loss. Therefore the side band optical
modes can only be distinguished by the phase arg���i �.
The fast component of this phase is a plane wave term /
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FIG. 1. The first side bands produced by phase modulation of
the laser source are typically identical for the radio-frequency
range we are interested in, so that  �IN �  �IN. We also assume
��i � ��i for the normal modes.
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��z. The eigenmode equivalence

��i � ��i () arg���i � � arg���i � �mod 2��

is generally equivalent to

2��mod

c
2l� � �; 2�; 3�; . . .

with c the speed of light and l� the cavity length. This also
implies the resonant or antiresonant condition for any
modal component of the side bands, when the same modal
component of the carrier �0

i is resonant. Exact tuning of
�mod is required to fulfil this requirement. The ideal normal
situation would be the antiresonant case, since it allows
servo locking error detection. Simultaneous resonance is
practically useless since it implies side bands and carrier
are not distinguishable. An interesting property is that the
SB balance can be restored by means of �0. Applying the
proper adjustment

arg��0
i � �

2��0

c
2l� � 2�Gi � 0 �mod ��

where �Gi is the slow component of the phase. The above
condition entails ��i � ��
i . This more general criterion
for side band balance only holds for the eigenmodes res-
onating or antiresonating at �0 because of the contribution
due to the Gouy phase �Gi .

If the side band eigenvalues are complex conjugate
quantities, the gain is the same and therefore the field
magnitude is identical. This is the nominal ideal for a
variety of practical purposes. It implies conditions on the
carrier that coincide with the working point of most optical
systems. When systems are more complex than a non-
degenerate two mirror cavity, the carrier being resonant
or antiresonant does not suffice for making the side bands
effectively balanced.

Optimally coupled cavities

By inserting an ideal and partially reflecting septum
between the end mirrors of a simple cavity, we obtain the
double cavity shown in Fig. 2. For an arbitrary septum the
eigenmode set is not stable under frequency shifts. In
general there are two waves traveling in opposite direction
at any time. When the septum exactly coincides with the
wave front of the original normal modes, at any location
inside this more complex optical configuration the trans-
verse light distribution is the same for the traveling wave
solutions and does not depend on l� and L�. This is crucial
for all coupled resonators and when this matching condi-
tion is not satisfied, we find different sets of eigenmodes for
each pair fl�; L�g that implies no mode resonance can be
established.

The ideal situation for gravitational wave interferome-
ters is exactly matched coupled cavities, so that the circu-
lating modes are the same as the eigenmodes of each single
cavity.
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When the carrier resonates in the arm cavities, the side bands
become antiresonant and they are therefore only sensitive to the
features of the recycling cavity.
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FIG. 2. Solving the wave equation with the border conditions
corresponding to a double cavity results in eigenfunctions, with
two opposite traveling components and a relative weight depend-
ing on the coupling between the cavities, which in general is a
function of l� and L� unless these are separable variables.
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Under this restriction, our previous statements on the
description of the side band fields apply again.

In particular, the criteria we have established for side
band balance must be satisfied by each cavity.

For example, the condition on the carrier being resonant
or antiresonant must be extended to each cavity and it
makes ��i � ��
i .

Similarly, the simultaneous conditions

2��mod

c
2l� � �; 2�; 3�; . . .

2��mod

c
2L� � �; 2�; 3�; . . .

correspond to ��i � ��i . Since there are two phases to be
adjusted, with no restriction on the lengths there is now no
special tuning of �0 that can make the carrier resonate or
antiresonate in each cavity. In this case the two lengths
must be separately tuned. Alternatively they must be an
integer multiple of c=�4�mod�. Generally side band balance
can be achieved by any combination of a macroscopic and
a microscopic condition; that is the carrier frequency can
be adjusted according to one of the cavities and �mod can be
tuned to satisfy the length condition for the other cavity.

As an illustrative example, we may regard LIGO as
being equivalent to a double cavity. The lengths fl�; L�g
are tuned for the carrier to resonate in all cavities. The
macroscopic condition on fl�; L�g is also very close to its
perfect realization; it is desirable to avoid simultaneous
resonance of second order side band fields. The global
length sensing and control of a system of multiple coupled
optical resonators is a vast problem and further references
can be found in [4].
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The longitudinal degrees of freedom in all gravitational
wave interferometers are four as illustrated in Fig. 3. The
differential length L1 � L2 is measured by heterodyne
detection at the dark port of the beam splitter. The escaping
carrier light proportional to L1 � L2 beats against the side
bands. As the carrier resonates in the arm cavities and the
side bands antiresonate, their sensitivity to L� � L1 � L2

is minimum. Hence the side bands are a good fixed refer-
ence for the variations induced by L� on the carrier. The
amount of side band light available at the dark port is due to
l1 � l2 � l� � 0. If the beam splitter is kept fixed on the
carrier dark fringe, the side bands are exactly in balance
since they experience the same loss at the dark port. There
are three macroscopic length conditions satisfied in LIGO
and they correspond to fL1; L2; l�g that are integer multi-
ples of c=�4�mod�. There are four microscopic length con-
ditions; three of them regard the carrier resonance and one
corresponds to

2��0

c
2l� � 0 �mod 2��

so that when all degrees of freedom are properly locked,
the entire system can be considered optimally operating.
III. MODAL ABERRATIONS

A standard configuration has now been established, with
respect to which there is a complete symmetry in the
responsive behavior of the side bands. When the cavities
are all perfectly matched, there is only one spatial mode
circulating everywhere. To best couple light into the inter-
ferometer, the input beam needs to have that same spatial
distribution. For the macroscopic conditions we have illus-
trated above, the side bands are always balanced unless the
beam splitter is not locked on the dark fringe of the carrier.
More interesting is exploring the effect of transverse dis-
-3
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tortions. Without loss of generality we assume the per-
turbed elements are the back of the Michelson optics, with
the carrier beam defined by the surface figures of the
Fabry-Perot optics. Since the laser beam is kept fixed and
matched to the carrier mode, any distortion in the
Michelson cavity has no effect on the carrier to first order
in the perturbation (if the interferometer is in full lock)
while the side band fields are rather affected and the
perturbation they undergo is the focus of our analysis.
The eigenmodes and the eigenvalues of the Michelson
cavity determine the side band fields. We eliminate the
arm resonators since they represent balanced reflectivities
and keep fixed the input beam mode. The unperturbed
system is therefore defined by perfect optical match with
the input and distortions are defined with respect to its
phase front [5–7]. In this matrix and state vector formal-
ism, the perturbed cavity eigenmodes can be expressed as
the sum of the input mode plus a perturbative series of
terms depending on some measure of the distortions
��;��2; . . . .

The perturbative action of each distorted mirror is ex-
pressed as a scattering matrix m���. Each element in m���
corresponds to the intermodal coupling due to the devia-
tions from exact matching, with respect to the unperturbed
original basis.

We study the conditions for side band balance in the
perturbative case of two different Michelson optics. Were
these perfectly identical and were the system stable, this
would be the same as a single resonator and its set of
eigenmodes would be unambiguously identified.

In addition, we assume

l1 ’ l2 ’ l� l� �
l1 � l2

2

using the notations of Fig. 3. This means that the modes of
a branch are identical to the modes of the other. The
differential length l� � l1 � l2 must therefore be much
smaller than the corresponding Rayleigh length, that is
the typical length, over which the modes would change
significantly and the overlap mismatch becomes relevant.

With respect to this ideal interferometer, we start ana-
lyzing the consequences of different Michelson optics.
Since any common perturbation would equally affect the
two branches and their optical modes, we choose the
common interferometer as our starting unperturbed con-
figuration, whatever it is. In this basis, the two Michelson
optics are described by the same and opposite perturbative
parameter �. There is a different coupling and � is pro-
portional to the magnitude of the excitation of the higher
order modes, for each branch. We assume that energy is
conserved and introduce a unitary matrix m��� for one
perturbation and m���� for its inverse.

The length l� � l1 � l2 is now no longer a separable
quantity. Different modes are excited in the two branches
and the overall interference depends on their complex
combination of modes.
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We use a simple example to illustrate the fundamental
difference between this mechanism and the unperturbed
situation. We assume that the Rayleigh length is much
larger than the common length l�. The bright port of the
beam splitter consists of the combination

 BP��� �
e�i�m��� � ei�m����

2
 IN � / l� (1)

and we see that the dependence on � is not a constant we
can factorize.

On the contrary � can even determine the shape of the
stationary field. In this extreme but simple case we use for
illustrative purpose, we suppose we find the eigensolutions
of

m ��� i��� � �i��� i��� m���� � m�1��� (2)

and use them to find the optimal input beam  IN �  BP���.
For any � / l� the best choice corresponds to the follow-
ing eigenmode

 IN �  i���; cos��� arg��i�� � max

which means its form is determined by � / l�. Note that
l� can still be separately adjusted.

As the role of the differential length becomes unavoid-
ably entangled with the transverse degrees of freedom, the
sufficient conditions for side band balance must be thor-
oughly revisited. In addition, since the indistinguishability
of such conditions and the carrier dark port condition is
used to maintain the beam splitter on the carrier dark fringe
in all LIGO detectors, we will contextually address the
question of the ‘‘optimal’’ beam splitter position. This is
not a trivial problem, because the role of the differential
length and the concept itself of dark fringe must be re-
defined in terms of state vectors.

A. Nearly degenerate optical cavities

We examine again the nearly degenerate limit of the
power recycling cavity as an illustrative simple case, be-
cause the extension of the bright and dark port concept to
the space of state vectors does not depend on the specifi-
cation of the bright and dark port physical location when
p � 1. Later we will see that, unless the system eigen-
modes are the familiar Laguerre-Gaussian or Hermite-
Gaussian functions, the location of those two and other
observables is relevant and we can no longer assume
ubiquitous phase front equivalence of the system normal
modes.

We have two problems to solve: we want efficient cou-
pling of the input beam to the optical resonator and no light
loss at the antisymmetric port of the beam splitter. Solving
(1) for  BP /  IN corresponds to the former condition and
imposing j BPj

2 � j INj
2 to the latter. The two can be

simultaneously satisfied; the input beam must coincide
with one of the solutions of (2) which are independent
from �. For any � the carrier and side band transverse
-4
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distributions are the same. When the antisymmetric port
signal is zero, the two side bands are characterized by the
same loss and their intracavity fields are identical. This is
described by

j cos��� arg��i��j
2 � 1 with � � �0;

which imposes the conservation of energy associated to the
bright port action

BP ��� i��� � cos��� arg��i�� i��� (3)

at the carrier frequency.
For the side bands � � �0 � �mod. We see that if �0

satisfies the carrier bright port condition, the dark port is
identically zero and the side bands are equal. This exact
and apparently obvious correspondence does not hold for
any multidimensional case, which poses the issue of what
the proper generalization should be. In general, the two
requirements on the optimal input coupling and dark fringe
condition we have above discussed may not admit one
exact consistent solution.

Furthermore, identifying the approximation correspond-
ing to such a solution is not straightforward and two
complicacies occur: the optical modes depend on the dif-
ferential phase and in this basis the dark port is not a
diagonal operator.

The former generalization implies the stationary side
band fields are not the same as their input. As their modal
content can be different, equal side band loss does not
suffice to make the intracavity fields identical and the exact
correspondence between dark port condition and side band
balance fails; the eigenvalue of interest is not the only
quantity we must account for and any comparison becomes
vectorial in character. The generalization of that correspon-
dence is also related to the other generalization between
the carrier bright and dark port conditions, that becomes a
tensorial problem.

Before we enter the study of an approximate multidi-
mensional solution of such a composite set of conditions,
we want to outline the overall assumption of an ideal beam
splitter, which otherwise would make the above corre-
spondences even more difficult to treat.

In addition, as we are closely focused on the detection of
gravitational waves and the impact of side band imbalance
on the ultimate performance of LIGO, our next analysis
must always be intended aimed to improve the operating
point of LIGO and alike systems [8].

B. Stable common geometrical configuration

Referring to Fig. 4 the case p � 1 is now studied.
We start from the generalization of (1). The common

configuration is stable, which thus identifies

p nm � �nm exp��i�Gn �

where �Gn are the unperturbed Gouy phases. The action of
l� is entangled with the differential optical aberrations, in a
122002
way that affects the solutions of the equation

 BP��� �
pe�i�m���p� pei�m����p

2
 IN (4)

when we impose  IN /  BP. In (4) an overall common
phase is always intended factored out and neglected. We
study the solutions of

�i��� i��� �
pe�i�m���p� pei�m����p

2
 i���

to design the form of the input  IN that optically matches
the system. In this general case, changing the value of the
differential length results in different normal modes. We
emphasize this dependence in the eigenvector matrix

M ij��� � � j����i

where the components �. . .� are computed in the unper-
turbed basis. We also want to minimize the optical loss and
this is done by adjusting �. This composite problem is
therefore equivalent to designing the input field as one of
the eigenmodes, that should also correspond to the most
constructive bright port combination � can allow. The
resulting bright port beam coherently overlaps with the
incoming  IN /  BP and power builds up. We are using
all the power we can coherently overlap, when the dark
port contains no fundamental mode loss. We use BP ��� to
represent the overall operator in (4). The corresponding
antisymmetric combination is denoted by DP ���.

Motivated by the design of the input beam, the bright
port has been identified at the input mirror location. We
also assume that the dark and bright port are at the same
optical distance from the beam splitter, that is the antisym-
metric and symmetric combinations are propagated by the
same amount. We designate the former by the operator

DP ��� �
pe�i�m���p� pei�m����p

2
� i

d

d�
BP ���:
-5
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From the mathematical point of view, this definition of
the dark port operator simplifies the treatment of the si-
multaneous solution of bright and dark port condition,
meaning the microscopic differential length coincides
with the dark fringe of the carrier stationary field. This
one is assigned as our input beam

 1��0�;
d

d�
�M�1���BP ���M����11j���0 � 0:

Here 1 conventionally designates the fundamental eigen-
mode  1���. We assume a continuous dependence on � of
eigenvectors and eigenvalues. This allows us to slightly
modify the differential length and derive the form

M�1���BP ���M��� �
�1��� 0 . . .

0 �2��� . . .

..

. ..
. . .

.

0B@
1CA (5)

where �1��� is the quantity of interest. The above condition
can be expanded and simplified

d

d�
�M�1���BP ���M����11

�

�
dM�1���

d�
BP ���M��� �M�1���

dBP ���
d�

M���

�M�1���BP ���
dM���

d�

�
11

� �i�M�1���DP ���M����11 � 0

thanks to the identity

M�1���M��� � 1 ���! d

d�
�M�1���M����11 � 0

and the familiar properties of �mn the Kronecker delta
symbol. Since the dark port contains no input beam light,
the contrast of the interferometer is the best achievable.
This corresponds to the intuitive condition that the sym-
122002
metric combination is constructive for the fundamental
mode and destructive for the excited ones, in exact oppo-
site to the antisymmetric combination. When the perturba-
tion excites one single mode, the system performs a mode
transformation and were the output and input switched, the
reverse transformation would operate and the input and
output field would now be the excited mode and the
fundamental one. In analogy to the simple optical resona-
tor, driving a system by an excited mode is not an optimal
choice, although feasible.

We now go back to the problem of the impact of the dark
port condition on the side band balance. After one round-
trip � � �0 � �mod mixes the input beam with the excited
modes, as their destructive interference is no longer pre-
cise, so that

 �BP �
pe�i��

0��mod�m���p� pei��
0��mod�m����p

2
 IN

� �cos�modBP ��0�  i sin�modDP ��0�� IN

is recirculated and is subject to the next differential scat-
tering, so that an incremental effect is produced

i sin�modDP ��0� � sin�modDP ��0�

�
1

1� cos�modBP ��0�
sin�modDP ��0�

� i sin�modDP ��0�
1

1� cos�modBP ��0�

� sin�modDP ��0�
1

1� cos�modBP ��0�

� sin�modDP ��0� � . . .

as described in Appendix A.
Applying standard summation techniques, we first con-

sider the following series
S� � �M�1��0� sin�modDP ��0�M��0��1k
1

1� cos�mod�k��0�
�M�1��0� sin�modDP ��0�M��0��k1

 i�M�1��0� sin�modDP ��0�M��0��1k
1

1� cos�mod�k��0�

� �M�1��0� sin�modDP ��0�M���0�km
1

1� cos�mod�m��
0�
�M�1��0� sin�modDP ��0�M��0��m1 � . . .

where repeated indices designate internal sums. They are k;m; . . . � 1 and ? refers to the subspace of state vectors they
span. Using this notation

S � � �M�1��0� sin�modDP ��0�M��0�

�

�
1

1�M�1��0��cos�modBP ��0�  i sin�modDP ��0��M��0�j?

�
M�1��0� sin�modDP ��0�M��0��11

is the perturbative variation of the fundamental mode. Since we are interested in the overlap of the stationary side band and
carrier fields, we evaluate the inclusive final sum, as
-6
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�
M�1��0�

1

1� cos�modBP ��0� � i sin�modDP ��0�
M��0�

�
11

�
1

1� cos�mod�1��0�
�

1

1� cos�mod�1��0�
S�

1

1� cos�mod�1��0�

�
1

1� cos�mod�1��
0�
S�

1

1� cos�mod�1��
0�
S�

1

1� cos�mod�1��
0�
� . . .
that is the second and last step of the summation. The
above can be written as

1

1� cos�mod�1��0� � S�

where S� is the term responsible for side band asymme-
tries. This already contains all the information we need to
discuss the imbalance problem.

We see right away that, as a result of our generalized
definition of operating point, the portion of the side bands
that coherently overlaps with the driving beam and there-
fore builds up power, is about the same and the magnitude
of the first term generating discrepancy is O��3� or
smaller. The real part of S� affects the storage time. The
side band losses are no longer uniquely due to the macro-
scopic length asymmetry; moreover the combined effect of
length asymmetry and differential aberrations can also
contribute a phase shift from resonance. We will address
these points later, when the strength of the perturbation will
be compared with the spacing the unperturbed eigenvalues
are separated by, our conclusions being based on the
familiar assumptions of perturbative expansion.

Before we enter this more quantitative study in our
analysis and examine some examples, we want to demon-
strate a few properties our definition of bright and dark port
makes robustly propagated from the unidimensional rep-
resentation to the multidimensional one. The perturbed
resonant mode is a complex combination of Hermite-
Gaussian or Laguerre-Gaussian functions, and its phase
front is not the familiar spherical one. Whatever it is
though, we know that it matches the surface of the input
mirror and therefore the surface of an identical mirror, at an
identical optical path length from a reference starting
point. This enables us to substitute the dark port with a
signal recycling mirror, to enhance the feeble carrier fun-
damental mode leakage that gravitational waves are ex-
pected to generate, and be sure it resonates. This is
guaranteed by the time reversal invariance of the resulting
system, with our specification. The robustness of this de-
sign is due to its symmetry, which partly compensates the
loss of the standard properties the separability of l� usually
ensures. For example, in most practical cases we can
assume lossless optics and use the unitarity of DP ��� �
BP ���. The general output field is  DP �DP IN with
 DP � 0. Applying the identity
122002
h INj INi � h INj1j INi

� h INjBP yBP �DP yBP �BP yDP

�DP yDP j INi

� h INjBP yBP �DP yBP �BP yDP

�DP yDP j INi

and assuming the system is driven by an eigenmode of the
bright port operator

BP IN � � IN

we find that energy is conserved and the minimum amount
of power is lost, when

j�j2 � 1�
j DPj

2

j INj
2

is an absolute maximum.
We remark this result, because the governing equation is

non-Hermitian and the eigenmodes do not form an ortho-
normal basis, even when the optics are lossless and repre-
sented by unitary scattering matrices. For example j DPj

2

is not equivalent to considering the individual nonresonat-
ing modes and summing the amounts of power each of
them carries out of the system, because there are cross-
modal terms and they can significantly add to the power
j DPj

2.
Before we specialize our optimization method and solve

some specific problems, we address the robustness of our
definition of dark port condition and assess its validity
range. In most practical cases �0 is a good approximation
of the ideal solution

d

d�
j�1���j

�����������0
� 0

d

d�
arg��1����

�����������0
� 0

when any residual is O��3�. This means that the max-
imization of the reflected light intensity will suffice, at
the same approximation order we have found for the ideal
solution. We show that in fact the second requirement is
normally satisfied within an error O��3�. We first note that�

BP ��; �� � BP ���;���

BP ��; 0� � cos��BP �0; 0�

always hold. Then the form of the derivative of the round-
trip phase has to be
-7
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d

d�
arg��1���� � �� f��2� � �2�� g��2� � . . .

where the first term is O���. This is made zero by the
following system of approximate equations

BP ��� � p cos�
�

1� i tan�
m��� �m����

2

�
p

BP y��� � py cos�
�

1� i tan�
m��� �m����

2

�
py

BP�1��� � pycos�1�
�

1� i tan�
m��� �m����

2

�
py

derived for p and m��� � m�1���� unitary. The provi-
sion on the eigenvalues

�
��;��� � cos2���1��; ��

that the above system of approximate equations implies
and that is related to

BP y��;��� � cos2�BP�1��; �� (6)

precludes the linear dependence of arg����; ��� on �.
To complete our demonstration, we need another impli-

cation of the above system of equations, that is

j���; ��j � cos��O���� � . . .

which entails �0 is of order � or smaller. At � � �0

neglecting the round-trip phase is equivalent to relaxing
the requirements of the dark port condition

�M�1���DP ���M����11 ’ 0 ��� dj�1���j
d�

� 0:

Our method is robust and the approximation is O��3� or
smaller.

C. Selection rules and special cases

We have successfully propagated the concept of bright
and dark port condition in a consistent way. For the oper-
ating point thus established, we have explored the problem
of side band imbalance and the typical level of approxi-
mation our treatment tolerates, within which solutions are
considered acceptable and our prescriptions robust. The
side band balance depends on the properties of S�. There
may be selection rules for the side band duality to hold,
even beyond the order of magnitude O��3� we have found
for the most general case. We now discuss some of these
selection rules. Ideally �0 provides a dark port condition
that is mode selective and means no fundamental mode
exits the dark port. The operator DP ��0� does not connect
the fundamental mode to itself. This mathematical pre-
scription may not be satisfied by any � or may be satisfied
by DP ��0� and its first n odd powers. The order at which
the side band balance is broken depends on that. Each case
must be addressed separately. An example of a well-known
transverse perturbation is mirror tilt and it will later serve
122002
to discuss a variety of issues. Most types of distortions are
describable by the mismatch between the reflecting surface
and the phase front of the unperturbed eigenmodes. When
expanded in this basis

m ��� � mT���:

Similar mathematical representations are used to study
mirror displacement or profile changes. As a consequence
M��� �MT�1��� can always be determined. This is an
important mathematical provision, as the perturbative pro-
cedure for estimating the eigenvalues of a symmetric op-
erator is analogous to the one we use for Hermitian
operators. Selection rules also apply. They allow or forbid
coupling between elements of selected eigenspaces of two
generally symmetric commutating operators. Suppose we
consider the invariance of a cylindrically symmetric sys-
tem, when a rotation of its transverse degrees of freedom is
applied, which is the typical case of well aligned circularly
symmetric optics. A rotation of 180� of the mirror is the
same as switching the sign of the angle error. As for the
impact on the first order variation of the bright port (de-
termined in the unperturbed basis) this symmetry precludes
diagonal terms of the perturbative operator and makes the
dark port connect two optical modes, only if they belong to
opposite parity eigenspaces. Within the perturbative re-
gime �i��� are not linearly dependent on � and �0 � 0
is actually an exact solution. Because of the selection rules
DP ��0� has no diagonal term. All eigenvalues of the
bright port matrix have a relative maximum at �0 � 0.
This example contains some remarkable features of odd
perturbations. A crucial implication, among others, is

d�i
d� � � sin��O��2�� ���! �0 � 0
+

BP ��0� � p m����m����
2 p!PBP ��0�

DP ��0� � p m����m����
2 p!P �DP ��0�

under parity transformation P. Since BP ��0� is even and
DP ��0� odd S� � S�. Within the perturbative regime,
the fundamental mode component of the upper and lower
side band is the same, at any order. From the physical point
of view, we can interpret this result as a property of the
eigenmodes with defined parity; their amplitude being odd
or even is not a feature propagation can change. The fact
that the location of the dark port is not relevant and the side
band balance holds at any order, follows from the parity of
the optical modes being conserved, independently from
propagation.

A simple but more complex example of perturbation is a
change in the radii of curvature and the consequences of
mode dependent �0 are analyzed next.

D. Analytical and numerical applications

Our conclusions so far, including results based on se-
lection rules and related discussion of the side band bal-
-8
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ance, rely on perturbation theory and therefore on its limits
of applicability. We use optics misalignment again as an
example to illustrate these limits, but criteria for perturba-
tive methods to apply are general and they all involve a
quantitative comparison of the strength of the perturbation
to the degeneracy of the system, that is with the spacing
between the eigenvalues of interest.

We describe the coupling between the fundamental and
the excited mode, induced by the misalignment of the
optical axis, by means of a unitary two-dimensional matrix
m��� � exp��i��1�. Other forms can be used and they
are all equivalent within the second order approximation.
Introducing the Pauli matrix �1 is convenient to make
unitarity manifest. We compute the analytical form of the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the bright port operator
and find

�1 � j�1j exp

264�i arctan

��������������������������������������������
tan2�G �

tan2�tan2�

cos2�G

s
�

375
�2 � �
1  1��� ’

1
�i sin� sin�=�2 sin�G�

� �

 2��� ’
i sin� sin�=�2 sin�G�

1

� �

where j�1j � j�2j �
������������������������������������������������
cos��� �� cos��� ��

p
.

The difference between the round-trip phases of the
unperturbed eigenmodes is 2�G when � � 0 and corre-
sponds to the Gouy phase. In perturbative situations �0 �
0 is the optimal differential phase. This would identify the
input laser beam  IN �  1��0� �  1�0�. A small amount
of the excited mode light circulates at the side band fre-
quencies; the overlap of the side band fields with the input
beam is identical. The perturbative regime

�mod�� sin�G

roughly corresponds to the central part of the eigenvalue
curves, plotted as a function of � in Fig. 5. As discussed
above j�ij are the quantities of interest. By simple inspec-
tion of the analytical forms, we see that the optical re-
-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6 δ
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FIG. 5 (color online). The absolute value of the eigenvalues of
a two-dimensional round-trip operator is shown, when the
Michelson optics are misaligned and assuming three different
unperturbed Gouy phases.
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sponse of the system varies continuously and perturbative
results are reliable, within the limit ��� sin�G. If �G !
0 the problem is no longer perturbative

�1 � cos��� �� �O�sin2�G�

�2 � cos��� �� �O�sin2�G�

 1��� ’
1

exp��i sin�G=�tan� tan���

 !

 2��� ’
� exp��i sin�G=�tan� tan���

1

 !

and our analytical model is completely inadequate. The
smaller �G � 0 the smaller the angle error, beyond which
perturbative treatments do not apply and alternative tech-
niques must be explored. The two regimes are made mani-
fest by Fig. 5 for increasing level of degeneracy. Part of the
problem is due to the sophistication of the model. To
illustrate this (4) where  IN /  BP has been repeatedly
solved. The size of the vector space has been increased
each time and this results in a better approximation of
j�i���j at least for the lower order modes. A large number
of transverse degrees of freedom is necessary, to represent
both the perturbation and the mix of initial modes the
perturbed ones are described by. This is even more true
when �G ! 0 which is why the last three curves of Fig. 6
overlap but not the ones in Fig. 7. There is a slower
convergence of the analytical results when �G ! 0. In all
cases j�i���j 	 1 as predicted above. This a consequence
of the unitarity of DP ��� �BP ���. As derived before

j�j2 � 1�
j DPj

2

j INj
2 with BP IN � � IN

for an ideal beam splitter.
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FIG. 6 (color online). The maximization of the largest eigen-
value corresponds to the optimal differential phase �0 � 0 as
selection rules impose. Related results are reliable, within per-
turbative limits.
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the three pairs of curves. The dependence on � tends to become
weak and the first two largest eigenvalues different. This trend is
only manifest, when a larger set of unperturbed modes is used to
solve the eigenvalue problem.
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When �G ! 0 there is no systematic hierarchy. The
relevance of the lower order modes, as opposed to the
negligible contribution of the higher order ones, becomes
weak. The ranking itself of the eigenmodes loses its mean-
ing. In Fig. 8 we report the absolute value of the two lowest
order eigenvalues, computed by the same model, but al-
lowing a larger unperturbed basis and increasing the size of
m��� and m���� represented. The same � � 0:4 is used.
As in Fig. 6 and 7 we notice a small continuous portion
around � � 0 that increases with the number of unper-
turbed modes. When they are nearly degenerate, the system
can choose from a large variety of peers and more combi-
-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6 δ
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FIG. 8 (color online). This plot makes manifest the inadequacy
of a small set of unperturbed modes in characterizing the
behavior of the perturbed system and predicting the optimal
differential phase �0 and the optimal input beam. A few values
correspond to maxima and they include �0 � 0 the perturbative
one. Other solutions refer to nonperturbative regimes where
perturbative approximations are no longer reliable.
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nations can be formed, which results in many optimal input
beams and differential phases.

There are a few characteristics the matric representation
renders manifest. As described above, the tilted optics are
related by specular symmetry and the round-trip operator
BP ��0 � 0� exhibits such property. Since this is a sym-
metric combination of two terms that are simply trans-
formed into each other by spatial inversion around the tilt
axis, the operator conserves parity and is considered even.
Similarly the dark port operator is denoted odd; it can only
connect two modes characterized by opposite parity. This
not only holds for DP �0� but for any of its odd powers. A
direct consequence is that none of these sparse matrices has
nonzero diagonal terms.

We devise two peculiarities:

(i) p
-10
erturbative differential tilt does not change the
nominal working point and this choice of the dif-
ferential length satisfies the dark port condition for
all perturbed modes;
(ii) t
he form of the dark port operator and all its odd
powers makes the side band overlap with the input
beam identical; this is the portion that builds up
power inside the system.
For differential mirror tilt �0 � 0 must always be one of
the solutions. This comes from the first order development
of the bright port operator, which implies no eigenvalue
correction ��� around �0 � 0. Since the first term of this
expansion is an odd operator, selection rules forbid it to
contribute a linear correction of the eigenvalues, as far as
these refer to eigenmodes with well-defined parity. This is
actually the case at �0 � 0 but our conclusions do not
extend outside an interval around it. These results are
intended limited by perturbative conditions, both because
the expansion of the bright port operator does not make
sense otherwise and because other than at �0 � 0 the
above selection rules do not apply. This leads us to study
and discuss other more general types of perturbations, that
do not satisfy the selection rules of misalignment and
similar. An interesting example is mirror curvature mis-
match. This typical perturbation also has its own selection
rules in the sense that it does not affect the dependence of
the initial optical modes on the azimuthal degree of free-
dom. The azimuthal quantum number of the family of
Laguerre-Gaussian functions therefore maintains its mean-
ing and stays part of the mode classification. Because of its
properties, this perturbation enables first order self-
coupling and linear corrections of j�ij are now allowed.
This implies a linear mode dependent correction of the
optimal differential phase, that is each mode has its own.
This is made manifest by the matric representation of the
dark port, since the adjustment of the differential length
only makes null one term along the diagonal at a time. This
is in contrast to the previous case of tilt where DP ��0 �
0� has no diagonal element. Among all j�ij we must there-
fore identify the absolute maximum. This also sets �0 and
the form  IN �  i��0� that guarantees the best power build
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up. Here we can see the complexity of establishing an
optimal operating point. The location of the beam splitter
must satisfy the dark port condition, that is it must coincide
with the dark fringe of the fundamental mode. But since �
is no longer a separable variable, any adjustment affects the
modal content of the fundamental mode itself. Were the
perturbation time-varying, both the position of the beam
splitter and the form of the input beam should ideally
follow it. The former is a practical problem standard length
control techniques are able to handle; the latter does not
admit a realistic implementation, as a dynamic change of
the input beam is not attainable. This means that not the
entire input power is efficiently used and a portion of it
drives parasitic modes, which are affected by large losses
at the dark port. In addition to their poor optical gain, when
the system is locked on the input beam, this is the only one
to have the proper round-trip phase for building up power
inside the system. The efficiency of this second suppres-
sion mechanism depends on the degeneracy of the system.
For spheroidal deformations �G ! 0 results in a solution of
(4) similar to the analytical results obtained for tilt. Again
we impose  IN /  BP for the optimization of the input. We
solve a two-dimensional representation of the eigenvalue
problem and use it to compute the eigenvectors

�1 � cos��� �� exp
�
�2i�G

���
2

3

s �
� . . .

�2 � cos��� �� exp
�
�2i�G

���
2

3

s �
� . . .

 1��� ’
���
3
p
�

���
2
p

exp��i sin2�G=�tan� tan���

 !

 2��� ’
exp��i sin2�G=�tan� tan������

2
p
�

���
3
p

� �
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FIG. 9 (color online). The two Michelson optics are affected
by opposite distortions and the maximum j����j corresponds to
the optimal operating point. Around �0 the side bands are no
longer identical. In other words, S� and S� differ by a term
O��3� as generally predicted.
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where � is a measure of the deviation from the ideal mirror
profile. In this case � / �R�1 where R is the radius of
curvature. A more detailed description of this particular
problem is presented in Appendix B.

Here we report j�i���j in Fig. 9 and 10. For example
Fig. 9 shows overlapping curves for i � 1, 2. The size of
the basis set is D � 4, 6 for the blue continuous curve and
the red dashed one.

Independently from the perturbation, more sophisticated
models must be used to study a nearly degenerate system,
because we need a large number of transverse degrees of
freedom to account for a vast variability of states and select
the optimal solution among those.

When our interest is limited to the fundamental mode,
perturbative corrections are reliably inferred by simple
models, using small size matrices to represent the light
scattering effects.

We see in Fig. 10 the stability of the fundamental mode
eigenvalue. A larger basis is necessary though for estima-
tions regarding higher order modes. This is in line with any
perturbative approach and holds of course within the per-
turbative regime hereby discussed.

E. Remarks

We have extended the definition of dark port condition,
keeping its connection with the bright port condition and
identifying the fundamental mode, for which these operat-
ing conditions are established. The selected fundamental
mode must be the driving beam. At this working point, the
fundamental component of the circulating side bands is
approximately the same. The level of the approximation
corresponds to the third order or higher, using the strength
of differential modal aberrations as our measure of
perturbation.
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Because of the interplay of the longitudinal and trans-
verse degrees of freedom, we find a mode dependent �0 as
shown in Fig. 10. Each mode has a different optical loss
and the fundamental one has the lowest dark port power.

F. Parasitic modes

Since we have mentioned the negligible contribution of
higher order modes, the problem is now briefly examined
here, given for granted the carrier input beam resonant
condition always holds. Distinguishable resonant condi-
tions are crucial, because the optical system is similar to an
open resonator, a problem where spatial boundary condi-
122002
tions make the Huygens integral a non-Hermitian operator,
whose eigenmodes do not form an orthonormal set. This
means that the conventional scalar product fails and the
total power of a combination of modes is not the sum of the
individual values [9].

The input side band field is transformed into the asymp-
totic circulating beam

 �1 /
1

1� cos�modBP ��0� � i sin�modDP ��0�
 IN

whose excited components are
1

1� cos�mod�k��
0�

�
i sin�mod�M�1��0�DP ��0�M��0��k1 � �M�1��0� sin�modDP ��0�M��0�

�

�
1

1�M�1��0��cos�modBP ��0�  i sin�modDP ��0��M��0�j?

�
M�1��0� sin�modDP ��0�M��0��k1

	

�
1

1� cos�mod�1��
0� � S�

 IN
where each k is associated to one element of the higher
order mode subspace. Restriction to this subspace is de-
noted by ? to include indices � 1. By inspection, we can
see that the above formula implies an equal and opposite
amplitude of the excited components of the side band
fields. This holds at the first order while an imbalance of
third order affects the power associated to these higher
order modes.

G. Standard optical models

In our analytical model, light free propagation and in-
teraction with an optics object are treated separately. This
is a common practice and we briefly review the underlying
approximations [5–7].

The basic principle is paraxial propagation, that means
the collection of rays identifies a straight line. This is the
longitudinal degree of freedom. The transverse distribution
around it, is then represented by additional degrees of
freedom according to the type of information we want to
search. A unidimensional treatment enables a variety of
investigations and tests, for example, to simulate the length
control system and the interplay of the longitudinal degrees
of freedom. Off-centered mirrors and cavity misalignment
generate optical effects, that a two-dimensional model can
quite predict. More complex becomes the problem and
more variables must be accounted for. Even when pertur-
bation techniques are not directly employed and numerical
codes are used instead, type and size of the subset of state
vectors we want to manipulate must be properly chosen
and this is an issue of its own.

In fact, the convergence of the implemented routines
may fail or end up with a result that is completely artificial,
depending on how appropriate the setting of initial parame-
ters is.
The number of degrees of freedom we made available
for calculations is one of them. Others are responsible for
initializing the correspondence between those and mean-
ingful physical quantities.

Most numerical programs refer to a starting unperturbed
configuration, that is equivalent to a basis, the action of any
perturbation is computed with respect to. For example h� ~r�
identifies a surface by its deviation from a plane of refer-
ence. Reflection operators

R � ~r� � 	� ~r� exp��2ikh� ~r�� k �
2��
c

are then either expanded using a subset of an orthonormal
family of functions or represented as two-dimensional
grids. Nonuniform amplitude reflectivity is represented
by 	�~r� and 	�~r� � 1 designates lossless optics.

Because of the assumption that light rays only propagate
parallel to one direction, diffraction is scarcely reproduced.
For example, the surface

h�~r� �
j~rj2

2R
� n

�
k

1� sign�a� j ~rj�
2

n 2 N

has the same effect as the regular and smooth surface of a
spherical mirror. A simple consequence of this representa-
tion of the action of reflection, is that the same set of
optical modes results to be the cavity stationary fields,
both for regular spherical mirrors and when these are
different reflectors, as long as they are represented by the
same R�~r�. Heretofore j ~rj � a must be a radial node of all
standing wave solutions, and this is not obtained by using
R� ~r� to model the reflector object. All LIGO simulation
tools are based on R�~r� and are subject to the same
limitations.
-12
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We use two of them for the numerical study of the
impact of a mismatch in the curvature of the end mirrors
of the recycling cavity, on the power built up by the side
band fields.

We use the design parameters of the current generation
of LIGO detectors; more specifically we use the configu-
ration equivalent to geometrical match between the arms
and the power recycling cavity. We do not include thermal
focusing or any power dependent distortion. Therefore the
power of the input beam is simply a scale factor and
represents throughout our standard unit.

One of the two simulation codes we use is an object-
oriented program, based on the modal approach; it relies on
a finite number of Hermite-Gaussian functions and uses the
subspace they identify, to construct the matrices and com-
pute the optimal values of fl1; l2; L1; L2g in Fig. 3. MATLAB

algorithms and data structures are the substantial constitu-
ents of this model, whose name is MELODY [7]. The maxi-
mum number of independent vectors MELODY is able to
allocate is 231.

The second numerical program we use is a FORTRAN

script, whose first step is a Fourier transformation of the
grid representation of the optical field, then a matrix multi-
plication provides the paraxial propagation of the field and,
when the interaction with the optics must be reproduced,
the optical field momentum representation is Fourier anti-
transformed and each element of the field grid is multiplied
by the corresponding element of R�~r�. More details and a
number of applications are reported in [10] and references
therein.

The FFT code and MELODY are initialized by the same
setup of parameters, that is we study the response of the
same optical system to the same perturbations of the ideal
configuration [11].
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FIG. 11 (color online). Two optical simulators for LIGO de-
tectors are used to study the power imbalance of the side bands,
caused by a change of the geometry of the optical system. The
ideal and unperturbed value of the radius of curvature of both
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For very small perturbations of the ideal optical design,
we expect to find an optimal microscopic differential
length (that corresponds to the most coherent reflection
of an incoming electromagnetic field) for which the per-
turbation of the side band fields is minimized. In Fig. 11 the
results of both FFT and MELODY are shown. In Fig. 12 we
report our analytical results and see that the impact of the
perturbation can be actually minimized by choosing the
appropriate differential length.

Both our analytical model and the locking routines of the
two LIGO simulators are based on the carrier, so that in all
of them the side bands play no active role. Nonetheless
they all use different criteria and their predictions do not
overlap. This emphasizes the consequences of a nonuni-
versal identification of the optimal operating point.

H. Resonant side bands

Were the side bands and the carrier simultaneously
resonating in the arms and the recycling cavity, their
response would be distinguished by the macroscopic dif-
ferential length l� only. The arms would act as complex
reflectors and a simple matrix would represent their impact
on side bands and carrier. Since it would not distinguish
them, our treatment so far would suffice to describe the
entire interferometer as well [12].

On the contrary L1 and L2 are odd multiples of
c=�4�mod� in LIGO. The real values are actually slightly
off, avoiding resonance of the secondary side bands. The
result is that the side bands are very close to antiresonance
and are minimally sensitive to arm length changes or other
perturbations, when the carrier is resonating. The corre-
sponding reflection is represented by a frequency depen-
dent operator.

IV. FULL LIGO INTERFEROMETER LOCK

We specialize our analysis of coupled resonant cavities,
to the optical design of the LIGO interferometers [11].
-13
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Side bands and carrier have different response to varia-
tions in the arms, that means our treatment must go through
a further generalization and matrices are no longer fre-
quency independent.

The description of each Fabry-Perot arm involve the
same kind of operators as p and m���. For example � �
kw� for mirror tilt and for curvature mismatch

� �
kw2

2

���
3

2

s �
1

Rpert
�

1

Rdesign

�
(7)

where w is the spot size of the beam and k is the wave
number. We use these perturbations as illustrative ex-
amples. In general � is a perturbative parameter that con-
tains information on both the distortion and the functions
we use for the expansion. This is the same set we use for
describing the modal content of the beams. When the only
loss of the resonator is the scalar transmittance of the input
mirror, its action as complex reflector is represented by the
following matrix

R arm � m���
�
1�

2

1� F
� �PRT

�1 � 1�

�
F ! 1

where PRT denotes the internal round-trip propagator. We
throughout assume m��� and PRT unitary. Here m��� is
the prompt reflection operator. Because of the high Finesse
Rarm � m��� for most frequencies. A sign flip only af-
fects the resonating modes. For F ! 1 in fact Rarm �
�m��� at resonance. Intermediate values of F involve
intermediate results. We also find that Rarm is unitary and
energy is conserved, because the only cause of optical loss
is the scalar transmittance of the input mirror. Applying the
general exact identity

1

1�Dh
�

1

1�D0
�

1

1�D0
�Dh �D0�

1

1�Dh

to the expansion of

D h �
F

�
�e�i
�h�PRT

�1 � 1� D0 �
F

�
�PRT

�1 � 1�

we find that maximum and minimum sensitivity to small
scalar shifts is around resonance / F and antiresonance /
F�1. Similar expansions are useful to investigate the effect
of tensorial perturbations. We will extensively apply the
formula above, as it is suitable to a comprehensive treat-
ment of the carrier and side band response to any type of
deviation from ideal, in any dimension.

A. Signal extraction

Gravitational wave interferometers aim to measure the
differential phase that laser light is affected by, when it
enters the orthogonal arms of the detector and senses the
time-varying relative displacement of the cavity optics.
One of the possible causes for this effect, is a propagating
space-time distortion we observe as a differential fractional
122002
change in the arm lengths, as a result of the induced space
strain [13]. This phenomenon is predicted by the general
theory of relativity and can have different forms; the Fabry-
Perot optics play the role of test masses and their relative
distance is affected [14]. The observable quantity is there-
fore the differential optical phase, caused by a traversing
gravitational wave [15]. The overall effect depends on the
characteristics of the astrophysical signal, including polar-
ization and direction of propagation. To enhance the beam
phase shift, the Finesse of the Fabry-Perot cavities must be
very high and the input field must be a resonating mode.
Because of the phase modulation of the input beam [16]

R arm

�
 IN exp

�
i
2��0t
c

�
exp

�
i�cos

2��modt
c

��

�J0���Rarm��0� IN exp
�
i
2��0t
c

�

� iJ1���Rarm��
0��mod� IN exp

�
2i���0��mod�t

c

�

� iJ1���Rarm��
0��mod� IN exp

�
2i���0��mod�t

c

�
� . . .

where the frequency dependence of Rarm is made mani-
fest. Since the system is designed to make the side bands
antiresonant when the carrier beam resonates in the cavity

Rh
arm��

0� � �m���
�
1�

2iF
�


�h�
�

Rh
arm��0 � �mod� � m���

�
1�

�
2iF
�

�
�1

�h�

�
and we can use the side bands, as a reference for the
measurement of the phase variation of the carrier. In fact,
in reflection

Varm��mod� / h INjR
y
arm��0 � �mod�Rarm��0�j INi

� h INjR
y
arm��0�Rarm��0 � �mod�j INi

is the oscillating observable quantity, caused by the beat of
carrier and side bands, whose imaginary and real parts are
extracted by in-phase and quadrature demodulation of the
reflected power. When the mirror separation is changed
and a length variation occurs

Varm��mod� � h INj �my���m���
�

1�
2iF
�


�h�
�

�

�
1�

2iF
�


�h�
�

my���m���j INi

� �2
2iF
�


�h�

with my���m��� � 1 and 
�h� ’ 0.
A similar extraction technique is applied to the antisym-

metric combination of the two reflected beams. This
method is convenient, because the oscillating term of the
-14
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output power is ideally proportional to the differential
phase: the quadrature demodulation is the gravitational
wave observable. This is also used to control the differen-
tial length of the two arms, while no feedback involves the
in-phase demodulation. We introduce RMich to designate
V

V

Q

I

-

sin(δ − δ ) sin(δ + δ )

νν

(h)φ

modt mod t

0 mod
0 mod

L

FIG. 13 (color online). The demodulation of the output power
produces two orthogonal channels and one of them constitutes
the gravitational wave signal �
�h�. These channels are or-
thogonal to each other, as they correspond to orthogonal phases
of the demodulation function.
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the antisymmetric combination of the arm reflections. A
differential phase is included, to take into account the
position of the beam splitter with respect to the arm input
mirrors. For a purely differential phase �
�h� from the
carrier resonance
R h
Mich��

0� � �m���
ei�

0
�1� 2iF

� 
�h�� � e�i�
0
�1� 2iF

� 
�h��

2

Rh
Mich��

0 � �mod� � m���
ei��

0��mod� � e�i��
0��mod�

2

In the ideal case �0 � 0 and
�h� is efficiently detected. In
order to examine more realistic situations, we consider a
complex differential phase


�h� ! 
�h� � iL
to include differential losses.
In all LIGO detectors, this is a quite relevant effect and

the observed output power is actually dominated by the
constant amount of carrier light, that this type of asymme-
try generates.

We will use a schematic diagram to visualize all these
mechanisms and signals, although a detailed description of
the length sensing system is not our focus and is described
in [4].

The carrier dark port field can be represented by two
orthogonal vectors that correspond to the horizontal and
vertical arrows in Fig. 13. In ideal cases VQ is parallel to the
term �
�h� and VI to �L.
With our usual notations

VMich��mod� / h INjR
y
Mich��

0 � �mod�RMich��0�j INi

� h INjR
y
Mich��

0�RMich��
0 � �mod�j INi

� 2
�
sin�0 �

2F

�

�h� cos�0

�
cos�0 sin�mod

� 2
�
2iF
�

L cos�0

�
sin�0 cos�mod

is the analog of Varm��
mod�. Because of the high F small

differential losses can generate a significant effect; a care-
ful tuning of the demodulation phase must be done, in
order to keep the real and imaginary parts distinguished.
The importance of this experimental adjustment is made
manifest by the graphical example in Fig. 14. There � plays
the role of a phase rotation of the reference provided by the
side bands. Typical examples are
exp��2i��mod�2L�=c�� � �1 and the same with l�. We
denote by � any of these side band differential phases. This
results in a phase shift of the oscillating observable quan-
VQ

-

(h)φ

ν
ν

δsin( 0 − δ )
mod

sin( δ
0

δ
mod

)

mod t
tmod

+

VI

θ L

FIG. 14 (color online). The scalar product of the displayed
carrier and side band vectors can be decomposed in two terms,
each of which corresponds to the projection on one of two
orthogonal axes.
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tities, with respect to the modulation phase at the input.
This is clear from

R h
Mich��

0 � �mod� � e�{�m���
ei��

0��mod� � e�i��
0��mod�

2

where such a phenomenological differential shift exp��i��
is added. The form VMich��

mod� is proportional to exp�i��.
Nonetheless we recover VQ / 
�h� by simply phase-
rotating VI and VQ. Phase tuning the demodulating sinu-
soidal signal is the experimental equivalent of a rotation
among those signals. What we are unable to recover is a
relative phase shift between the reference phase of the side
bands and the reference phase of the carrier. If we consider

R h
Mich��

0 � �mod� � ei’m���
ei��

0��mod� � e�i��
0��mod�

2

the oscillating antisymmetric port signal generated by the
beat of side bands and carrier fields is

VMich��mod� / 2 cos�0 sin�mod�
�h� cos’�L sin’�
2F

�

� cos�0 � 2i sin�0 cos�mod�L cos’

�
�h� sin’�
2F

�
cos�0

where we have only kept the terms�F . We note that �0 �
0 is equivalent to VI � 0 and VQ contains an unwanted
term �L. When some low frequency perturbation induces
a differential time-dependent loss, we observe an undistin-
guishable mix of �L�t� and 
�t�. Generally sin’ is an
ultra-low frequency term and can be considered a constant.
We refer to Fig. 15 for the graphical illustration of this
mechanism.
V

V

Q

I

-

sin(δ − δ ) sin(δ + δ )

ννmodt mod t

0 mod
0 mod

− φ(h)sin

φ(h) + sin

cos

cosϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕL

L

FIG. 15 (color online). No appropriate phase tuning of the
demodulating sinusoidal signal can disentangle the mix of

�h� and L. They are coupled by ’ and this corresponds to a
shift of the side band resonance point with respect to the carrier
one.
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Typical examples are effects related to temperature
drifts; such as the change of the refractive index of the
arm input optics. As the substrate is internal to the recy-
cling cavity, it affects the eigenvalues and eigenmodes of
the side band system. Because their resonant length is
perturbed and the carrier one is not, the relation between
the carrier and the side band phase is no longer the nominal
one. A slowly varying ’ can therefore be the explanation
for a rotation, that is observed between the in-phase and
quadrature components of a few control signals, when the
full interferometer is locked and a large amount of power
circulates in the arms, causing an increase in the tempera-
ture of the test mass mirrors. The effects of this phenome-
non are partially neutralized by the thermal compensation
system.

In the next subsection we will focus on tensorial pertur-
bations and apply the expansion of multidimensional
Rarm��� to transverse distortions. Both common and dif-
ferential effects will be considered, because the frequency
dependent arm reflection makes their impact on the side
bands and the carrier distinguishable, with interesting
consequences.

From the mathematical point of view, the eigenvalues
and the optimal operating point of the full interferometer
are shifted by frequency dependent amounts, a phenome-
non that modifies the relation between the reference phase
of the side bands and the carrier.

B. Frequency dependent modal aberrations

Side bands and carrier are distinguished by both l� and
arm reflection. The result is that the equivalent of m��� is
frequency dependent. The unidimensional treatment al-
ready contains the ingredients for a discussion on side
band imbalance and its impact on the detector error sig-
nals; phase shifts are the phenomenological effect of such a
frequency dependence, as carrier and side bands respond
differently to perturbations of the arm object. Our further
analysis regards the multidimensional aspect. As in Sec. III
we assume the common configuration as our unperturbed
standard; because of the frequency dependent arm reflec-
tion, we must also assign its microscopic length and refer
all perturbations to that.

There is an important point worth noting; unless the
unperturbed optical modes are purely Hermite-Gaussian
or Laguerre-Gaussian functions, the profile of the arm
input mirror does not match the phase front of all modes;
that is there is no unique septum in Fig. 2 working for all
modes. The equivalence of the phase fronts is not a general
ubiquitous property; it holds for stationary modes in coin-
cidence of the boundary. In the general case m��� is
factored out. We assume

�m����11 � 1�O��2� �P0
RT�11 � 1

where P0
RT � m���PRT. This is made possible by
-16
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m y��� � m���� ���! �m��� � 1�11 / i�

which implies a mode selective microscopic adjustment of
the arm input mirror by a displacement that is also appro-
priate for the other side reflection. Here m��� and my���
refer to the two mirror sides [5–7].

We apply this formalism to the expansion of the carrier
arm reflection matrix

Rarm��0��m���
�
1�

2

1�F
� �P

0
RT
�1�1�

�
1�

F

�
P0

RT
�1

��m����1�
1

1�F
� �PRT

�1�1�

��

at first order in �. Denoting �P0
RT�jj � exp��2i�j�

R arm��0� �
�1

�m����1j
i tan�j

�m����k1

i tan�k
�m����kj

0@ 1A (8)

where �m����jj � 1�O��� for j � 1. The side bands are
assumed to be so far from resonance, that the round-trip
propagator has no impact on them. Therefore,

R arm��
0 � �mod� � m���:

In particular, they are completely insensitive to distortions
or perturbations of the end mirror.

If we expand the reflection operator in terms of the end
mirror object matrix

Rarm��
0��1�

2

1�F
� �P

0
RT
�1�1�

�
1�

F

�
P0

RT
�1

2

�� �m� ����1�P0
RT
�1

2
1

1�F
� �PRT

�1�1�

�

where we have separated

�m� ��� � P0
RT

1
2PRT

�1P0
RT

1
2 m��� � m�0� � 1

so that Rarm��
0 � �mod� � 1 in this case. Under the same

microscopic conditions we have above described, that
allows us to keep the unperturbed fundamental mode reso-
nant

R arm��0� �
�1

� �m� ����1j
i sin�j

� �m� ����k1

i sin�k
1

0@ 1A (9)

within the first order approximation. For symmetric �m the
coupling terms are real and Rarm��

0� is also symmetric.
For misalignment

� �m� ����12 � � �m� ����21 � �i ��

in the appropriate basis [5]. Here �� 2 R is proportional to
the angle error. One mode is excited and this is referred to
by the index 2 in a Hermite-Gaussian basis.

The frequency dependence of these operators enables
the construction of error signals / �� that correspond to an
122002
oscillating observable. They are analogous to Varm��
mod�

for the measurement of resonance offset. The main differ-
ence is that resonance offset is a perturbation represented
by 1 so that no matrix is necessary to reveal the informa-
tion. Instead a connecting tensor D must be inserted in the
adjunct product, to make the unperturbed field beat against
the excited one, as determined by the modal coupling of the
perturbation

D kj � �k1�je � Djk

where e denotes the excited mode. This form enables us to
extract a quantity / �� therefore suggesting a physical
observable we can measure. Typical angle error signals
are constructed according to this principle. There are seg-
mented photodetectors which operate as the connecting
tensor D. Their spatial modules are geometrically designed
to extract cross-modal terms and can be connected in such
a way as to provide the combinations of interest [5].

Two remarkable phenomena are made obvious by our
compact formalism. One is the different sensitivity to
common and differential mirror tilt, in a nearly flat and a
nearly concentric optical resonator. The former situation
corresponds to

�m����12

i tan�2

�
� �m� ����12

i sin�2
’ �

�
�

tan�2
�

��
sin�2

�
�2 � 1

which makes the severity of the common effect � � ��
manifest. If we consider the equivalent nearly concentric
cavity (which is characterized by the same and opposite
spacing between the resonant frequencies of the optical
system) the following formula results from the conversion:

�m����12

i tan��� �2�
�

� �m� ����12

i sin��� �2�
’

�
�

tan�2
�

��
sin�2

�
:

The relative significance of common and differential mis-
alignment is inverted [17].

Parametric instabilities are caused by the excitation of a
resonating mode. In the subspace of the two involved
optical modes, the action of the perturbation is formally
described by

R arm��0� �
�1 2F

� �m����12
2F
� �m����21 �1

 !
(10)

when P0
RT � m���PRT. We can similarly evaluate

R arm��
0� �

�1 � 2F
� � �m� ����12

� 2F
� � �m� ����21 �1

 !
(11)

where �m� ��� represents modal scattering at the end mirror.
Here �P0

RT
1
2�22 � ��P0

RT
1
2�11.

The second interesting property regards the character-
istic polynomial. Because of the frequency dependence of
the arm reflection, unless the perturbation has a parametric
instability effect,
-17
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det�Rarm��
0� � �1�j�’�1 ’

�2�1� �� �O��2�

2

� det��1� ��1�

that is the first eigenvalue is not affected by �� correc-
tions. This stability of the first eigenvalue is a general result
that only relies on the resonant condition of the Fabry-
Perot cavity. Such a purely analytical feature can actually
inform the optical design of the power recycling cavity;
whenever this is separately degenerate, the over coupled
Fabry-Perot resonator makes it antidegenerate from the
point of view of the carrier and the resonant length remains
robust against perturbations. In Fig. 2 this is the case for
l� � ???� that is the LIGO design.

The stability of the carrier is contrasted by the behavior
of the side bands, which become maximally sensitive. This
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FIG. 17 (color online). The side band dark port power is
proportional to the recycling cavity gain and the decrease we
observe is caused by a poor side band power build up.
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remarkable distinction is shown in Fig. 16. Two simulation
codes are used, whose numerical results coincide for iden-
tical changes of the radius of curvature �R 	 1 km in both
Fabry-Perot input mirrors. Both the FFT code and MELODy
apply microscopic adjustments of the lengths, according to
the carrier resonant condition only. This does not coincide
with side band optical resonance. The drop in the power
they build up is also visible in Fig. 17 showing the dark port
power.

This is a manifestation of the frequency dependent arm
reflection. Only if the optical match between the cavities is
perfect does the carrier resonance coincide with the side
band resonance. When that is spoiled by shape distortions
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FIG. 18 (color online). The power distribution of the carrier
and side band asymptotic fields is shown. The range of the
horizontal axis is 35 cm and the distributions are normalized.
These data correspond to the LIGO mismatched configuration
that is for low input power.
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of the Fabry-Perot input optics, a frequency dependent
variation of the resonances of the recycling cavity occurs.

C. Common modal aberrations

We have established the different character of the optical
system, carrier and side bands relate to, as a result of the
frequency dependence of the action of transverse perturba-
tions. In Fig. 18 the frequency dependent shape of the field
the recycling cavity supports is shown. The power radial
profile has the expected Gaussian form and a peculiar ring-
shaped look, at the carrier and side band frequency,
respectively.

From the point of view of the recycling cavity, the side
band input field is a superposition of optical modes, whose
resonances are affected by the curvature of the Fabry-Perot
input optics. By adjusting l� a different combination is
formed, because the relative weight of the Laguerre-
Gaussian constituents is a function of the longitudinal
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FIG. 19 (color online). The asymptotic side band field is affected by
of higher order modes depends on the optical mismatch between the a
in coincidence of the design input power and that does not affect the
both side bands over a total horizontal range of 35 cm.
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microscopic condition. The following longitudinal offsets
have been applied

�l� � ��4nm;�2nm;�2nm;�4nm�

with respect to the carrier resonant condition the simula-
tion code determines. The corresponding plots of the side
band power profile are shown, clockwise in Fig. 19 starting
from the upper left panel. Our results demonstrate a chaotic
behavior due to the inseparability of the boundary condi-
tions, that is the longitudinal and the transverse degrees of
freedom are not disjoint, so that the transverse mode
indices lose their meaning. A dedicated experiment that
was spurred by this characterization of the side band
behavior is described in a forthcoming paper [18]. The
LIGO Livingston Observatory was used to study the spatial
response of the side band power distribution to micro-
scopic changes of l�. The measurements agree with the
predictions [19].
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small variations of the recycling cavity length l�. The excitation
rms and the recycling cavity, a perturbation that is nominally zero
carrier. Power distributions are normalized. They are reported for
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A tremendous amount of work was put in the detailed
comparison of the data we recorded and the mathematical
predictions, especially because the length servo had to be
characterized first, in order to calibrate the artificial offset
the control loop was modified by, in terms of the relative
distance the arm cavity input optics and the recycling
mirror are separated by. This was made possible by
Andri Gretarsson, Valera Frolov and Brian O’Reilly and
the results of their investigation represent an important
breakthrough in our understanding of the complex coupled
system of which the LIGO interferometers consist. They
confirmed the larger spatial magnitude of the side band
field, with respect to the spot size of the input beam [20].

Previous studies had alluded to a smaller transverse
distribution of the side band light, so that the experimental
observations also validated the numerical simulations of
one of us (E. D’A.). This investigation of the beam shape of
the carrier and side band fields was instrumental to the
optical characterization of the low power LIGO interfer-
ometers, that is in the study of effects induced by the most
likely perturbations, when they are combined with a severe
optical mismatch between the cavities [21]. In fact the
LIGO detectors are designed to be a perfectly coupled
system when the input power is 6 W and the recycling
cavity is not matched otherwise. The poor optical coupling
is responsible for the side band shape being remarkably
different from the Gaussian input beam the unperturbed
Fabry-Perot resonators are designed to support [22]. The
initiative of probing such a difference was mainly due to
Daniel Sigg and Joe Betzwieser and involved a variety of
preliminary analyses; the accuracy of their investigations
enabled the ultimate verification of the side band shape and
its transverse magnitude [23].

D. Differential modal aberrations

We now address the analogous problem of Eq. (4). The
arm cavities are carrier locked on the unperturbed funda-
mental mode the ideal common resonator identifies. For
the sake of simplicity, p � 1 as an approximation of the
short optical length light traverses. In LIGO l� < 10�3L�
and the arm cavities are characterized by a Gouy phase
�2 ’ 1:24 when �1 � 0. We conventionally set �1 � 0 to
denote the arm carrier resonant condition. We also assume
that the recycling mirror matches the unperturbed input
optics of the two arms. For p � 1 this means it has their
same surface profile. Because of the substrate of the input
optics, their effect should also be included and the corre-
sponding lens accounted for. This process is only straight-
forward when the lens is neither frequency dependent nor
modal dependent. We will not enter these issues, but an
example of the former case is thermal focusing and of the
latter non-Gaussian beams. Such problems can be treated
as common modal aberrations since they introduce a geo-
metrical distinction that regards the fundamental mode, as
defined by the frequency dependent common configura-
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tion. This distinction is only relevant to the side band
problem, when coupled to an asymmetry of the interfer-
ometer. For pure differential perturbations

BP ��� ’
� cos��O��2� sin���m�����m����1j

2 tan�j

sin� �m�����m����k1

2 tan�k
1 cos��O���

0@ 1A
satisfies the general property

det�BP ��� � �1�
det��cos�� ��1�

���������/� cos�
’ �2 cos��cos�� ��

�O��2�

where the terms O��2� are even functions of �. The value
�0 � 0 is the best operational point. As we assume the
input beam is the unperturbed arm cavity fundamental
mode, the optical coupling corresponds to a power loss
O��4� determined by BP �0�. The perturbative approach
takes advantage of the largest possible phase spacing and
the entire set of higher order modes is separated from the
fundamental one, which also drives the system. Were p �

1 factors �cos�1�Gk would magnify the impact of the
excitation involving the mode labeled by k.

E. Optimal differential length

The system being degenerate enables a few useful sim-
plifications. In fact Rarm��

0� has none of the symmetries of
m���. Those were the basis for most of our considerations
of Sec. III. For general Rarm��0� the transpose is some-
thing different, for example. Also the reversion �! ��
does not coincide with its inversion.

Nonetheless, for antidegenerate recycling cavity the
following identity holds

BP y��;��� � cos2�BP�1��; �� �O��2� (12)

from which we derive

d

d�
arg������ / �2�

and j���; ��j � cos��O����. This first order expansion
is analogous to that of Sec. III. We find �0 � 0 because of
the relation

BP 2��� � cos2�1 �
0 0
0 �i sin��m��� �m�����

� �
� . . .

which precludes linear corrections ��� of the first eigen-
value. This means that �0 � 0 keeps on being the carrier
optimal working point.

F. Nondegenerate power recycling cavity

The characteristic behavior of the antidegenerate recy-
cling cavity, from the point of view of the stability of the
carrier field, holds over a perturbative range of parameters.
This is limited by similar criteria to the ones discussed in
Sec. III for p � 1 so we review and extend those.
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As a result of the mirror distortions, the transverse and
longitudinal degrees of freedom are coupled. In particular,
we have seen that there is a preferred dark port location and
a definition of dark port condition, which reproduce the
ideal working point and the role itself of l� and l� as
assigned by the unidimensional analysis. This propagation
of the ideal working point, including simultaneous condi-
tions and independency of the adjustments they imply,
adapt to one mode the concepts of the unidimensional
treatment.

These include matching the input field to the fundamen-
tal mode of the optical system, moving the beam splitter in
order to minimize the carrier output power and locking l�
on its resonance. The really novel point is that l� plays a
role in all these. Being no longer a separable variable l�
determines the antisymmetric port loss but also the eigen-
modes and eigenvalues of the system.

This dependence and the interrelation of the microscopic
length conditions is a small violation, when

��� sin�G � / l�

that is within a perturbative regime. As a consequence �G

ought not be small; this quantity refers to the phase spacing
between the resonances of the recycling cavity. On the
contrary �G ! 0 is the ideal match of a single mode
resonator. Similar considerations to those of Sec. III apply
to coupled cavities. For the carrier field

��
�m���� �m����1j

2i tan�j
� cos�Gj

is the perturbative regime.
The frequency dependence of the perturbation results in

a frequency dependent characterization of the field stabil-
ity. In particular l� and l� require frequency dependent
adjustments and this leads to consequences that must also
be considered perturbative effects.

From the two above semiquantitative assessments, re-
flecting the properties of degenerate resonators and anti-
degenerate coupled systems, we derive the limit

�
��������m��� �m����

2

��������� sin�Gj

�

����������������������������������������������������������
1� �2

��������m��� �m����
2 tan�j

��������2
s

within which the contribution of the excited modes and the
effects of changes of the microscopic differential length
can both be treated perturbatively. The index j denotes any
higher order mode transverse perturbations make excited.
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G. LIGO detector SB imbalance noise

Unidimensional treatments preclude any side band im-
balance when the system is locked and the dark port
condition is satisfied. This same symmetry provides a
cancellation of terms that the error signals of the length
control system are constructed to fully exploit.

In fact, their nominal zero ideally coincides with the
carrier operating point and since this is how the system
locks, the side band symmetry and the working point are
considered identifiable. This overall assumption is the
historical reason for simulation results being symmetrized,
with numerical programs being run for one side band only
and the other believed identical. The first investigations of
side band imbalance are due to William Kells; he made
extensive studies of the power they build up and showed
the side band resonant curves are distinct. They can be
made overlap by tuning �mod and changing l� from the
microscopic carrier dark fringe value. In addition to this
being not desirable, the overlap of the total power curves
does not suffice to make the fields identical, which is clear,
for example, when differential misalignment affects the
arm input mirrors. We solve this problem for illustrative
purposes but the mechanism is general and a similar analy-
sis can be done for other perturbations. Since we want to
show the consequences of the system extra variability with
respect to the unidimensional description, a two-
dimensional model suffices. If energy is conserved

R �
arm��0� � exp��i ���2��3 �� �

�
tan�

(13)

describes the carrier response to the arm input mirror
misalignment. As before � � kw�. For the recycling cav-
ity p � 1 and we assume R�

arm��0 � �mod� �
exp��i��1�. The operator (13) is Hermitian. As a result
BP ��0� and its eigenvectors define a positive scalar prod-
uct. Here �0 � 0 satisfies our prescription for the carrier
dark fringe as described in Sec. III. The following bright
port operator

BP ��0 � �mod� � cos�mod cos� �1 sin�mod sin�

(14)

describes the persisting side band fields, expanded in the
basis of eigenmodes of the carrier bright port operator. The
selection determined by (14) is made nearly entirely re-
circulated by the recycling mirror. Its reflectivity is denoted
by r2 < 1. In LIGO r ’ cos�mod so that the dark port side
band power is the total available for signal detection. The
carrier light is also recirculated. Therefore
 �
0

DP �
tDP ��0�

1� rBP ��0�
 IN � �i sin ���2

r cos ��� �3

1� r2cos2 ��
 IN

 �
0��mod

DP �
tDP ��0 � �mod�

1� rBP ��0 � �mod�
 IN � �it

sin�mod�r cos�mod � cos�� � �1 sin��r cos�� cos�mod�

�cos�� r cos�mod�2 � �1� r2�sin2�
 IN

kw � 20:44� 104 �mod � 15:07� 10�2 t2 � 28:05� 10�3

(15)
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FIG. 20 (color online). Both simulations and analytical calcu-
lations assume two identical arm resonators and a perfectly
matched recycling cavity; each run corresponds to a full LIGO
interferometer lock.
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where t2 � 1� r2 implies a lossless recycling mirror. The
oscillating portion

h �
0��mod

DP j �
0

DPi � h 
�0

DPj 
�0��mod

DP i (16)

of the output power is demodulated and two distinct signals
are obtained, that constitute its two Fourier components.
These are considered to be in phase and in quadrature with
the input modulation signal (more generally with a phase
of reference) and their form nominally corresponds to the
imaginary and real part of (16). The� sign in (15) provides
a cancellation that is ideal to extract the difference between
the phases of the fields reflected form the arms. We evalu-
ate (16) post-processing the numerical results of the FFT

code.
The in-phase values of the demodulated antisymmetric

port power are predicted by our analytical model

2i sin� sin ��
1� r cos ��

t2�cos�mod � r cos��

�cos�� r cos�mod�2 � �1� r2�sin2�

which well describes the antisymmetric port in-phase
(ASI) data points of Fig. 20. The antisymmetric port quad-
rature (ASQ) ones are the component in quadrature. For
construction, ASQ is linearly sensitive to differential arm
length changes and is in fact monitored by the LIGO
control system, which actively keeps this signal at its
null. On the contrary, there is no feedback between the
ASI signal and any degree of freedom of the interferome-
ter. Because it is predicted to be rigorously null by the
unidimensional treatment, this signal is commonly as-
cribed to the finite accuracy of the locking system, through
a power imbalance mechanism. Our analysis demonstrates
the unavoidable character of this signal, which originates
from the multidimensional nature of the intracavity optical
fields.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In LIGO detectors, only one longitudinal degree of free-
dom can distinguish one side band from the other (as their
frequency spacing is an integer multiple of the free spectral
range of each cavity LIGO comprises) that is the macro-
scopic Schnupp asymmetry l� � �mod. In ideal interfer-
ometers l� is the only asymmetry of the system and its
action is described by a scalar quantity; once this is made
equivalent, the side bands are no longer distinguishable and
all their components are the same. That is guaranteed by
the carrier dark port condition and common perturbations
do not change it. The separability of l� is only precluded
by differential perturbations that also make the definition
of the dark port condition a tensorial problem. The relative
matrix determines the modal content of the output field and
mode selective solutions may or may not exist. In fact,
while in the unidimensional case l� can be independently
adjusted, the optical modes of the system and the corre-
sponding resonances are functions of l� when the interfer-
ometer is not perfectly symmetric. This is therefore a
nonlinear problem; ideally the fundamental mode and the
dark port condition must be simultaneously determined.
The governing operators must also be well-defined because
free propagation is no longer a simple phase shift as in the
unidimensional treatment of Sec. II. Hence in Sec. III we
illustrate and justify our own prescription of the bright and
dark port so that the corresponding operators can be con-
sistently expanded in terms of the eigenmodes of the
former.

Taking advantage of the form of the bright and dark port
operators, a relation has been established, that simplifies
the investigation of the complex problem of fundamental
mode dark port condition. From it we derive in Sec. III the
first analytical demonstration of a full correspondence
relating the best approximate side band symmetry and
the best approximate separability of l�. We also demon-
strate the level of these approximations being of third order
in the strength of the differential perturbation, as long as
perturbative methods are applicable. Examples are given in
Sec. III that illustrate general and nongeneral features of
optical differential perturbations and the limits of our
perturbative approach.

The next level of complexity is the frequency depen-
dence of the perturbations affecting the carrier and side
bands, because this implies a different optimal l�. This is
explained in the first part of Sec. IV where we review the
general concepts. The common configuration corresponds
to Fig. 2 where the septum is mode selective. Other than in
the case of Hermite-Gaussian or Laguerre-Gaussian cavity
modes, any inserted optics are not phase matched to the
entire family of standing wave solutions. These in fact
must only have the same phase front for the resonator
boundary, that is also the reason for the dark port to be
identified at the same optical length from the input mirror
as the bright port, which in turn coincides with the input
-22
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mirror and defines the cavity modes. Note that the gener-
alized Gouy phase can only be unambiguously defined for
a set of modes with identical phase fronts. Our prescription
relating the dark and bright port by symmetry is also ideal
for recycling fundamental mode antisymmetric port sig-
nals, with the dark port field made to circulate back and
forth between the system and the dark port.

In Sec. IV we logically build on our definitions of
Sec. III. We find there is no unique operating point, sat-
isfying the dark port condition and the side band equiva-
lence. The former still corresponds to the solution of
Sec. III identifying one fundamental mode with maximum
power build up. However, the frequency dependence im-
pact of the perturbations now violates the correspondence
between carrier dark port condition and side band symme-
try. The problem of differential tilt is studied again in the
frequency dependent case. We compare the predictions of
our model with the results of a simulation code and find an
unavoidable nonzero ASI, defined as the in-phase compo-
nent of the demodulated antisymmetric port power.

The gravitational wave signal is in quadrature to that and
is denoted ASQ. The length control system of LIGO keeps
this signal null, in order to maintain the working point of
the interferometer and take advantage of its linear response
to differential length changes. No feedback involves ASI
and this contributes an unrestraint radio-frequency output
signal which is collected by a sensitive photodetector and
generates a current / J0���J1���PIN. The matched LIGO
configuration nominally corresponds to PIN � 6W.
Combining this with the modulation index � ’ 0:5, we
find J0���J1���PIN ’ 1W. This scaling factor multiplies
the normalized data of Fig. 20 for ASI. The deposit of
power is ’ 3:6mW��=10�7 rad�2 for purely differential tilt.
The nature of this term is made manifest by our analytical
form: it is contributed by higher order modes, for which the
microscopic conditions the unidimensional treatment of
Sec. II describes are not ideal. The operating point is a
selective mode concept and ultimately applies to one single
state system.
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Eliminating parasitic modes implies engaging perfect
optics, that must also be unaffected by any fundamental
or instrumental noise source. The residual terms must then
be actively suppressed, through either fundamental mode
selection or neutralization of spurious signals.

For example, the introduction of an output mode cleaner
would suppress the ASI optical term, whose practical
relevance has led to the design and operation of an ASI
servo. This system basically counteracts the photocurrent
ASI generates and was first conceived and devised by
Daniel Sigg when experimental evidence confirmed the
predicted unavoidable nonzero ASI. The relative signifi-
cance of ASI and ASQ is unfortunately enhanced by the
high sensitivity of the detector, whose aim is measuring
extremely small deviations of ASQ from its normal zero,
which are recorded by very sensitive RF photodiodes, the
optical power of ASI and ASQ is collectively released
onto.
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APPENDIX A: SUMMATION TECHNIQUES FOR
ITERATED OPTICAL SCATTERING

We assume the input beam coincides with the funda-
mental mode. Because of l�, the side band higher order
modes are not eliminated at the symmetric port and are
made to recirculate by the input mirror. These parasitic
modes therefore have the chance of being converted again
into the fundamental mode as described by
 �1 /
1

1� cos�modBP ��0� � i sin�modDP ��0�
 IN

�
1

1� cos�modBP ��0�
 IN 

1

1� cos�modBP ��0�
i sin�modDP ��0�

1

1� cos�modBP ��0�
 IN

�
1

1� cos�modBP ��0�
sin�modDP ��0�

1

1� cos�modBP ��0�
sin�modDP ��0�

1

1� cos�modBP ��0�
 IN � . . . ;

where the interaction term

�M�1��0� sin�modDP ��0�M��0��1k �

�X�
km
�M�1��0� sin�modDP ��0�M��0��m1

depends on the series
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�X�
km
�

�km
1� cos�mod�k��

0�


1

1� cos�mod�k��
0�
�M�1��0�i sin�modDP ��0�M���0�km

1

1� cos�mod�m��
0�

�
1

1� cos�mod�k��0�
�M�1��0� sin�modDP ��0�M���0�kp

1

1� cos�mod�p��0�
�M�1��0� sin�modDP ��0�M�

� ��0�pm
1

1� cos�mod�m��
0�
� . . . ;

where k;m � 1 and all summations are intended over indices p; . . . � 1.
Note that the first order term is missing, as a consequence of the bright port condition and the relation with the dark port

we have established in the text
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FIG. 21 (color online). The maxima of the absolute value of
the two eigenvalues are different and each of them corresponds
to a certain dark port condition. This feature is maintained in
higher dimensions.
and since the second order one is even, the violation of the
side band balance is, at most, cubic. Quantitative assess-
ments depend of course on the perturbation and the type of
system the perturbation affects. Nonetheless, S� is a rele-
vant analytical quantity. It enables the estimation of the
violation of the correspondence between dark port condi-
tion and side band symmetry and thus of the spurious terms
shifting the error null.

APPENDIX B: DIFFERENTIAL ABERRATION IN
MICHELSON OPTICS

Throughout the paper, we use oversimplified models to
illustrate and interpret the consequences of the insepara-
bility of l� as demonstrated in the text. Here we want to
show that the eigensolutions of (4) depend on l�. For our
discussion, a two-dimensional model suffices to reveal the
fundamental differences between the unidimensional treat-
ment and a state vector formalism. When more than the
fundamental mode and its eigenvalue must be computed, a
few transverse degrees of freedom ought be added to
describe cross coupling among higher order modes. For
illustrative purposes Fig. 21 and the related model are
adequate enough. Unitarity is made manifest by the use
of Pauli matrices. We address an example that we consider
representative of most general situations, that is spheroidal
deformations. The matrix exp��i�G�3� is the propagator
and m��� � exp��i��0� represents the scattering action.
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Here �0 �
��������
1=3

p
�1 �

��������
2=3

p
�3. Note that this type of per-

turbation has terms�� on the diagonal. The equation to be
solved is

�1;2��� i��� �
pe�i�m���p� pei�m����p

2
 i���

whose eigenvectors and eigenvalues
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FIG. 22 (color online). The impact of small changes of the
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within the perturbative regime.
Set aside that more accurate predictions require more

sophisticated models, it is clear that no differential length
simultaneously satisfies the dark fringe condition for all
eigensolutions.

APPENDIX C: SENSITIVITY TO DIFFERENTIAL
LENGTHS

The nominally orthogonal ASI and ASQ channels have
different responses to any change of the differential length.
This is shown in Fig. 22 where the two sets of data
correspond to the two output signals when additional
changes �l� are introduced. These overwrite the operating
point the numerical simulations converge to and are added
out of the locking routine (that is they are not further
modified).

Note that a fraction of a nanometer would suffice to
cancel ASQ. If redone for L� a similar result would show

CARRIER MODE SELECTIVE WORKING POINT AND . . .
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for changes of the order of picometers. When l� changes
Fig. 22 shows the quadratic response of ASI. These data
illustrate the orthogonality of the two channels, confirm the
unavoidable term the differential transverse perturbations
contribute, and suggest an empirical method to distinguish
ASI. The test done for Fig. 22 is the result of grid manipu-
lation. The ASI and ASQ signals are obtained for � �
10�7 rad differential tilt. Fields are 128� 128 complex
matrices which can be used to construct any signal.

Were the two actual channels as orthogonal as the two
Fourier components they correspond to, the insensitive
oscillating quantity could be observed for veto purposes,
as it should not linearly respond to differential length
changes and therefore to gravitational waves. If its ampli-
tude and frequency were within the capacity of the control
system, a differential excitation of the alignment of the arm
input mirrors should be relatively more significant in the
uncontrolled channel ASI and ideally reach a maximum at
orthogonality. This would not solve the problem of the
radio-frequency photodiode saturation. The transverse na-
ture of the in-phase output signal makes ASI unavoidable,
its contribution given by unsuppressed higher order modes.
These can be relatively reduced by an output mode cleaner,
as other forms of counteraction are limited by the input
power.
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